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ABSTRACT 5G and Beyond 5G (B5G) are undergoing numerous architectural changes to enable higher
flexibility and efficiency in mobile networks. Unlike traditional mobile networks, baseband functions in 5G
are disaggregated into multiple components - Radio Unit (RU), Distributed Unit (DU), and Centralized Unit
(CU). These components can be placed in different geographical locations based on the latency sensitivity
and available capacity in the network. Processing baseband functions in a centralized location offer various
advantages (known as centralization benefit in RAN) tomobile network operators, which have been a point of
interest for several researchworks. However, achievingmaximum centralization is challenging due to various
factors such as limited capacity in the midhaul network, delay requirement of different functional splits and
network slices, etc. In this work, we aim to address these challenges by proposing a slice-aware baseband
function placement strategy. Our primary objective is to maximize the degree of centralization in the network
by appropriate selection of functional split. To achieve this objective, we jointly consider functional split,
traffic split, different placement options for baseband functions, and network slice-specific requirements.
We also consider the minimization of active processing nodes in cloud infrastructure of different levels
(edge and regional) to provide additional resource efficiency. To this end, we formulate an optimization
model usingMixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) and compare its performancewith different baseline
techniques. We show that the proposed model achieves 6.5%more degree of centralization than the state-of-
the-art while placing baseband functions in the network. To tackle the high computational complexity of the
MILP model, we also present a polynomial-time heuristic algorithm for solving the problem in large-scale
scenarios. We show that although the optimization model achieves around 4% more degree of centralization
than the heuristic, the heuristic solves the problem in a reasonable amount of time, making it suitable for real
deployment scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Centralization benefit, functional split, network slice, RAN disaggregation, resource
efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile networks of 5G and beyond are going through several
technological advancements to serve a massive number of
users with a broad range of services. The introduction of
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV) has improved the flexibility and
efficiency of mobile networks. In contrast to traditional
Radio Access Network (RAN), baseband functions in 5G
are disaggregated using different functional splits [1]. These
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disaggregated functions can be further virtualized and placed
in shared infrastructures enabling higher flexibility in mobile
networks. Processing the baseband functions in a central-
ized location has various advantages known as centraliza-
tion benefit in RAN [1], [2]. Centralizing different layers
of the baseband function protocol stack generates different
degrees of centralization [3]. E.g., the centralization of the
PDCP (Physical Data Convergence Protocol) layer provides a
centralized over-the-air encryption facility and greater coor-
dination for mobility-related handovers. A centralized RLC
(Radio Link Control) layer can offer high reliability. Central-
ization of the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer offers
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centralized scheduling, joint transmission, and better inter-
ference management [4], [5]. The centralization of physical
layer functionalities can benefit centralized scheduling, joint
transmission, and joint reception [1]. Hence, maximizing
centralization is important, which can also profit the mobile
network operators in specific scenarios.

To maximize the degree of centralization in RAN, selec-
tion of appropriate functional split is critical, which in turn
depends on various factors described as follows.

1) 5G has to support a wide range of services with
different service requirements. Based on their needs,
these services are mainly divided into three cate-
gories - eMBB (enhanced Mobile Broadband), mMTC
(massive Machine Type Communication), and URLLC
(Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication), which
have different delay and data rate requirements. These
varied services can be efficiently provided to the users
with the help of network slicing [6]. Due to different
data rate and delay requirements of slices, all functional
split options cannot support all slices. Hence, the selec-
tion of functional split must be made accordingly.

2) Different functional splits have different delay require-
ments. On the other hand, different paths in the mid-
haul network have different delays. To route the traffic
of a slice using a specific functional split, the delay
of the considered path should be less than the delay
requirement of that functional split. Hence, functional
split should be selected based on the available path
characteristics.

3) Different functional splits have different bandwidth
requirements. Hence, based on the available capacity in
the midhaul network, appropriate functional split needs
to be selected. On the other hand, if a single path cannot
route the traffic from a slice due to its limited capacity,
splitting the traffic amongmultiple paths can be helpful
to push more functions in the regional cloud resulting
in a higher degree of centralization.

4) The capacity of processing nodes in different clouds
is limited. Therefore, all baseband function placement
options may not be supported by the processing nodes.

Various works have focused on RAN centralization by con-
sidering one or many factors mentioned above. The authors
of [3] and [7] maximize the degree of centralization by min-
imizing the computational cost for processing the baseband
functions in different locations. Authors of [4] aim to mini-
mize interference related issues by selecting functional split
for base stations. Recent works like [5] and [8] assign dif-
ferent centralization values to different functional splits and
maximize the centralization degree in the network by select-
ing proper functional split. However, further exploration is
required on this topic as none of the previous works consider
all the aforementioned factors together.

In this work, we jointly consider functional split, traffic
split, network slice-specific requirements, and different base-
band function placement options to maximize the degree of
centralization in the network while minimizing the number of

active processing nodes to place the baseband functions. The
main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) based optimization model to maximize the
degree of centralization in RAN while minimizing the
number of active processing nodes in different levels of
cloud (edge and regional).

• We consider the delay and data rate requirement of
slices while selecting functional split, baseband function
placement and paths to route the traffic. Moreover, the
delay requirements for different functional splits are
ensured while selecting the paths. We also consider traf-
fic splitting to tackle the limited capacity in the midhaul
network.

• We compare our proposed optimization model with dif-
ferent baseline strategies and show its superiority in
selecting functional split and baseband function place-
ment options for different RAN slices.

• To tackle the high computational complexity of MILP,
we provide a low-complexity heuristic algorithm that
can be applied in large-scale scenarios.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section II contains the related works. The system model
and its related concepts are described in Section III. Sec-
tion IV describes the problem formulation. Section V and
VI provide the simulation setup and results, respectively.
Section VII presents a heuristic algorithm to address the
high computational complexity of the proposed optimization
model. Section VIII summarizes the paper and mentions the
possible future works.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we provide a literature survey on the selec-
tion of functional split in RAN that considers one or more
factors described in Section I. Authors of [9] and [10] jointly
minimize the energy and bandwidth consumption in a hybrid
Cloud RAN (C-RAN) by selecting appropriate functional
splits. Authors of [11] discuss Virtualized Network Embed-
ding (VNE) algorithms for flexible selection of functional
split for each small cell in 5G RAN. A user-centric func-
tional split is considered in [12], where the functional split
per user is selected to minimize the energy and bandwidth
consumption. However, delay requirements of different func-
tional splits and slices are not considered in the works men-
tioned till now. In [13], Virtual Network Function (VNF)
deployment in RAN is considered while selecting functional
splits. In [14] and [15], functional split and baseband function
placement decisions are considered for base stations. Authors
of [16] have proposed solutions to minimize the cost of a
MEC-enabled RANusing functional and traffic split. Authors
of [17] consider functional splits for base stations in a multi-
cloud scenario. Nevertheless, slice-specific requirements are
not taken into account in these works.

In [7] and [18], slice-centric functional split and user asso-
ciation are performed while considering functional and traffic
splitting, though slice delay requirements are not considered.
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Moreover, these works also consider a single CU in the
network, due to which different baseband function placement
options are not considered. Several works like [7], [17], and
[19] perform functional split selection for slices and base
stations based on the two-tier architecture i.e., DU and CU.
However, most standards have agreed to a three-tier archi-
tecture consisting of CU, DU, and RU, which can provide
more flexibility in the network [20]. In [21] and [22], service-
oriented CU and DU placement are done with the help
of Reinforcement Learning. In [23], the baseband function
placement strategy is proposed with the help of an optimiza-
tion model and heuristic to minimize the power consumption
in the network. However, in [21], [22], and [23], only fixed
functional split options are considered between CU and DU.

Centralization of baseband processing functions can offer
several benefits to the mobile operators (described in Sec-
tion I). To maximize the centralization in the network, the
authors of [24] and [25] propose a solution for selecting
functional split for base stations based on variation in the
midhaul link traffic. The authors of [20] discuss the impact
of split granularity in the centralization gain of RAN. In [3],
the authors maximize the degree of centralization in the
network by selecting appropriate functional splits. However,
functional split specific to slices is not considered here. In our
previous work [26], the impact of slice granularity in the
centralization benefit of RAN is analyzed. Although, slice-
specific delay requirements are not taken into account. In [5]
and [8], functional split and baseband function placement
decision is considered for RAN slices to maximize the degree
of centralization without considering traffic splitting.

In contrast to the existing works, we jointly consider
functional split, traffic split, slice-specific requirements, and
different baseband function placement options while placing
the functions. We explore the selection of functional split
to maximize the centralization in the network in a capacity
constrained midhaul network. To provide resource efficiency,
the optimization model also minimizes the number of acti-
vated processing nodes in different clouds. To deal with the
limited capacity in the midhaul, we further consider splitting
the traffic among multiple paths, which helps to improve the
degree of centralization in the network.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we provide a detailed description of our
system model. Before that, let us briefly introduce con-
cepts related to the system model. A base station has to
perform various functions known as Baseband Processing
Functions (BPF) [12]. The protocol stack of baseband func-
tions includes Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer, Phys-
ical Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer, Radio Link
Control (RLC) layer, Medium Access Control (MAC) layer,
and a Physical (PHY) layer. The PHY layer is further divided
into Higher Physical (High-PHY) layer and Lower Physical
(Low-PHY) layer. To introduce better flexibility, this chain
of baseband functions is split at different points, which are
known as functional splits [1] in RAN. The functional splits

FIGURE 1. RAN system model.

are used to propose a three-tier architecture for 5G RAN
composed of Centralized Unit (CU), Distributed Unit (DU),
and Radio Unit (RU). The RUs are placed at the cell site, have
antennas to transmit and receive radio signals, and processing
power to perform the Low-PHY layer functionalities. The rest
of the layers are placed in the CU or DU depending on the
functional split between them.

We consider a hybrid cloud architecture as our system
model (shown in Fig. 1) along with the three-tier architec-
ture for RAN, which conforms to the 5G RAN deployment
scenario [27], [28]. The multiple RUs in the network denote
the cell sites. Different clusters of RUs are connected to
their corresponding edge clouds. The edge clouds are further
connected to the regional cloud through the midhaul network.
The midhaul network is considered to be a metro aggregation
network composed of links of different latencies and capac-
ities. The edge and regional cloud consist of multiple pro-
cessing nodes where the baseband functions can be placed.
The DUs are placed on the edge cloud (near the cell sites),
whereas the CUs are placed in the regional cloud. Placing the
baseband functions in the regional cloud can provide a higher
centralization benefit than placing them in the edge cloud.
This is because baseband functions from significantly more
RUs can be placed together in the regional cloud. However,
due to delay and capacity constraints in the midhaul network,
all functions cannot be placed in the regional cloud. Hence,
some functions must be placed at the edge clouds in such
scenarios. Different functional splits have different latency
and bandwidth requirements [1], whereas different network
slices have different delay requirements, due to which some
functional splits may not be applied to some slices. This way,
multiple functional splits can be present in the same RU [29].

In this work, we consider that the High-PHY layer is
always placed at the edge cloud due to its stringent delay
and high bandwidth requirement. Other upper layers (RRC-
PDCP, RLC, MAC) have less stringent delay requirements
and have similar bandwidth requirements [30]. These layers
are placed in the DU or CU based on the functional split
resulting in four different functional splits. We consider RRC
and PDCP together due to less processing requirement of
RRC layer [27]. We assign split numbers 0-3, with 0 being
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the lowest split and 3 being the highest. In the lowest split, all
the layers of the baseband function protocol stack are placed
in the DU at the edge cloud. Whereas, all the layers except
High-PHY are placed in the CU at the regional cloud for the
highest split.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Maximizing the degree of centralization is important because
of various centralization benefits. Placing more functions in
the regional cloud can increase the degree of centralization.
However, all baseband functions cannot be placed in the
regional cloud due to various delay and capacity constraints
(as discussed in Section I). We define our problem (Split-
RAN) as follows: Given the data rate and delay requirement
of RAN slices, slice origin and underlying network char-
acteristics (node capacity, link capacity, path delay), select
functional split, baseband function placement, and paths to
route the traffic for the slices such that the degree of central-
ization in the network is maximized and the number of active
processing nodes in edge and regional cloud is minimized.

We formulate Split-RAN as an optimization model using
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). The optimiza-
tion model is mainly beneficial when there is a requirement
to find the optimal solution, which can also act as a bench-
mark for evaluating other potential solutions to the Split-
RAN problem. Table 1 shows the notations used for the
problem formulation. The decision variables, constraints, and
objective function of our proposed optimization model are
defined as follows.

A. DECISION VARIABLES
We consider the following decision variables in our formula-
tion.

(i) We define a binary variable ks,f to denote whether the
functional split f is chosen for a slice s or not.

ks,f =

{
1, if slice s selects functional split f
0, otherwise

(ii) A binary variable xs,m indicates whether slice s is assigned
to processing nodem in the regional cloud for placing its CU.

xs,m =

{
1, if slice s selects node m for its CU
0, otherwise

(iii) Binary variable ys,n denotes if slice s is assigned to
processing node n in the edge cloud for placing its DU.

ys,n =

{
1, if slice s selects node n for its DU
0, otherwise

(iv) A binary variable zm to capture if a processing node m in
the regional cloud is switched ON or not.

zm =

{
1, if regional cloud node m is activated
0, otherwise

TABLE 1. Notation and description.

(v) Binary variable wn indicates whether a processing node n
in edge cloud is switched ON or not.

wn =

{
1, if edge cloud node n is activated
0, otherwise

(vi)We consider a continuous variable ζs,p which denotes the
amount of traffic from slice s going through path p.

B. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective of our model is to maximize the centralization
of the network while minimizing the number of active pro-
cessing nodes in both the regional and edge cloud.

The degree of centralization in the network is expressed as,

C =
∑
s∈S

∑
f ∈F

ks,f 8sµf (1)

where µf denote the centralization factor of a functional
split f , 8s denotes the centralization benefit related to
slice s, and ks,f indicates the functional split selected for
slice s. The value of µf increases with the number of
functions centralized in the regional cloud. For the four
functional splits described in Section III, we set µf as
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 respectively from the lowest to highest
functional split. In this work, we consider the centralization
benefit of slice s (8s) is proportional to its data rate require-
ment.

The number of active processing nodes in the edge and
regional cloud is expressed as,

A =
∑
m∈RS

zm +
∑
n∈ES

wn (2)

Now, the final objective is defined as,

Maximize : α
C
C ′
− β

A
A′

(3)

where α and β are the weighing factor used to adjust the
weightage of C and A respectively. C ′ and A′ are the nor-
malization factors that denote the maximum value of cen-
tralization (C) and active processing nodes (A), respectively.
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As our main goal is to maximize the centralization gain in
the network, we adjust α and β such that the centralization
is prioritized. However, these factors can be set by the infras-
tructure providers according to their requirements.

C. CONSTRAINTS
The constraints of the optimization model are defined as
follows.

(i) Capacity constraint of processing nodes: The total pro-
cessing performed in any processing node in the edge or
regional cloud should not exceed the capacity of that node.∑

s∈S

∑
f ∈F

xs,mks,f cus,f ≤ CRm, ∀m ∈ RS (4)

∑
s∈S

∑
f ∈F

ys,nks,f dus,f ≤ CEn, ∀n ∈ ES (5)

(ii) Capacity constraint of transport links: The total traffic
routed through a transport link should not exceed the capacity
of that link. ∑

s∈S

∑
p∈P

ζs,pλl,p ≤ CAPl, ∀l ∈ L (6)

(iii) Total traffic constraint: This constraint ensures that the
total traffic from a slice for the selected split remains equal to
the sum of all its traffic going through different paths.∑

f ∈F

ks,f ts,f =
∑
p∈P

ζs,p, ∀s ∈ S (7)

where ts,f is the traffic for slice s when split f is used.
(iv) Activation of a processing node: A processing node is

considered active if at least one function is placed on it.

zm ≥ xs,m, ∀m ∈ RS, ∀s ∈ S (8)

wn ≥ ys,n, ∀n ∈ ES, ∀s ∈ S (9)

(v) Each slice can use only one server in edge cloud only if it
is connected to the edge server.∑

n∈ES

ys,n = 1, ∀s ∈ S (10)∑
n∈ES

ys,nπn
s = 1, ∀s ∈ S (11)

(vi) Except for Split-0, each slice can use only one server
in the regional cloud. For Split-0, no server is used in the
regional cloud as all functions are placed at the edge.∑

m∈RS

xs,m = 1− ks,0, ∀s ∈ S (12)

(vii) Only one functional split can be selected for a particular
slice. ∑

f ∈F

ks,f = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (13)

(viii) The delay of a path should not exceed the delay require-
ment of a functional split. We consider Pf ⊆ P denotes the
set of paths whose delay is greater than the delay requirement

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

of functional split f . Hence, no path p ∈ Pf should carry any
traffic from slice s when split f is used for that slice.∑

p∈Pf

ζs,p ≤ M (1− ks,f ), ∀s ∈ S, ∀f ∈ F (14)

where M is a big integer that is used to ensure that the selected
split must support the delay requirement.

(ix) A path can be used by a slice only if the slice is
connected to the path through its edge cloud.

ζsp ≤ M ·PCs,p, ∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P (15)

where PCs,p denotes if slice s is connected to path p through
its edge.

(x) If the delay of a path is more than the required delay of
a slice then that path cannot be used for the same slice.

ζsp ≤ M ·Qs,p, ∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P (16)

where Qs,p denotes if path p satisfies delay requirement of
slice s.

D. LINEARIZATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The optimization model described above has some non-linear
terms due to the multiplication of two variables. We remove
these non-linearities by introducing new variables and their
related constraints. For example, the term ys,nks,f is replaced
with a new variable yks,n,f and the related constraints are
added as follows,

yks,n,f ≤ ys,n (17)

yks,n,f ≤ ks,f (18)

yks,n,f ≥ ys,n + ks,f − 1 (19)

Similarly, the other quadratic terms are also linearized.

V. SIMULATION SETUP
This section provides the necessary details about our simula-
tion environment and the baseline strategies. The simulation
parameters shown in Table 2 are chosen from various refer-
ences to simulate a real deployment scenario.We consider ten
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of strategies for different load in the network.

FIGURE 3. Number of active nodes corresponding to Fig. 2.

edge clouds and a regional cloud in the network. Each edge
cloud is connected to a RU cluster. We consider 64 servers
(4 servers in each edge cloud and 24 servers in the regional
cloud) with a capacity of 1200Gigabit Operations Per Second
(GOPS) [12], [32]. The edge clouds are connected to the
regional cloud through the midhaul network. The midhaul
network consists of multiple paths which have delays in the
range of 2-30ms and aggregated path capacities ranging from
2-28 Gbps [27], [32]. There are three slices in each RU cluster
for eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC services, respectively [6].
The load in each RU cluster is varied from 100-500 Mbps,
considering 4 RUs with 2×2 MIMO and 20 MHz bandwidth
in each RU cluster [30]. As the eMBB slice has the high-
est data rate requirements, and mMTC and URLLC slices
have similar data rate requirements [33], we consider that
the eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC slices have 50%, 25%, and
25% of the total load, respectively. The delay requirement of
eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC slices are set according to [31].
The processing and bandwidth requirements for different
baseband functions corresponding to each slice are approx-
imately calculated based on the models given in [12], [30],

and [34]. In the objective function (Eqn. 3), we set α = 1
and β = 0.04 such that the centralization is given higher
weightage. For a given α, the value of β is calculated using
the simulation parameter values in Table 2. We perform the
simulations with 50 randomly generated data instances for
different load conditions in each slice and report the results
with a 95% confidence interval obtained for different strate-
gies. We implement the optimization model using Gurobi
solver [35] (version 9.5.0) with python interface and Python
3.8 environment. All the simulations are performed in an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698 v4 @ 2.20GHz machine.

We name our proposed optimization model as Split-RAN-
Opt and compare its performance with the following baseline
strategies.

• No-TS: This strategy is based on [8] where no traffic
splitting is considered while maximizing the centraliza-
tion in the network.

• Fixed-Max-Split: In this strategy, the highest functional
split (Split-3) is selected as the fixed functional split
option as it has the highest centralization factor. Since
fixed split option may not support some of the slices,
few constraints in the optimization model are relaxed
accordingly.

• Fixed-Max-Split-No-TS: It is same as Fixed-Max-Split
without considering the traffic splitting.

• Split-RAN-NC: This strategy is a variation of Split-
RAN-Opt where the only objective is to maximize the
centralization, i.e., the second term in Eqn. 3 (involving
the minimization of active nodes) is not considered. This
baseline can be seen as a combination of [5] and [7].

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. COMPARISON WITH BASELINES
In this section, we compare the performance of our pro-
posed model Split-RAN-Opt with the baseline strategies for
different network loads while selecting functional split and
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FIGURE 4. Impact of midhaul capacity on Split-RAN-Opt.

FIGURE 5. Impact of slice delay requirement on Split-RAN-Opt.

baseband function placement options. The observations from
the simulation results are as follows.

1) DEGREE OF CENTRALIZATION
Fig. 2a shows the degree of centralization achieved by dif-
ferent strategies. In the case of low load (100-200 Mbps),
Split-RAN-Opt and No-TS achieve a similar degree of cen-
tralization due to sufficient midhaul capacity. In high load,
Split-RAN-Opt generates higher centralization than No-TS
because of splitting the traffic among multiple paths to cope
with the less capacity of the midhaul network. Overall,
we observe that Split-RAN-Opt generates 6.5%more central-
ization than NO-TS. Split-RAN-NC achieves same central-
ization as Split-RAN-Opt since they consider the same factors
for maximizing the degree of centralization. As discussed ear-
lier, Fixed-Max-Split and Fixed-Max-Split-No-TS consider
only Split-3 as the fixed functional split. However, Split-3
cannot support a delay sensitive slice when the delay between
its corresponding edge cloud and the regional cloud is higher
than its delay requirement. On the other hand, when sufficient
midhaul capacity is unavailable, the fixed split strategies do
not try to assign other possible split options. Hence, the fixed

split strategies cannot support some of the slices, resulting in
a lower degree of centralization than the other strategies.

2) TOTAL PROCESSING IN THE EDGE AND REGIONAL
CLOUD
Fig. 2b shows the total processing in the edge and regional
cloud for placing the baseband functions of different slices.
This analysis aims to verify the degree of centralization
shown in Fig. 2a. We observe that Split-RAN-Opt has the
highest amount of processing in the regional cloud as it tries
to place slices with higher demand (8) in the regional cloud
to maximize the degree of centralization (Eqn. 1). Compared
to Split-RAN-Opt, No-TS has less processing in the regional
cloud in high load as it does not consider traffic splitting.
Overall, Split-RAN-Opt places around 9% more amount of
processing in the regional cloud than No-TS. Consequently,
No-TS places more processing in the edge cloud than Split-
RAN-Opt. The fixed split strategies do not support some
of the slices due to capacity and delay constraints. As a
result, the total processing in regional and edge cloud for
these strategies is lesser than other strategies. Fixed-Max-
Split has more processing in the edge and regional cloud than
Fixed-Max-Split-No-TS as it can support more slices due
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic Algorithm for Split-RAN
Data: Data rate and delay requirement of slices, slice

origin, node capacity, link capacity, and path
delay

Result: Selection of functional split, baseband
function placement, paths for each slice

1 S ′← sort(S, 8s) // Sort slices based on
their load in decreasing order

2 foreach slice s in S ′ do
3 f ← 3 // Start from the highest

split
4 while f ≥ 0 do

// Find nodes to place CU and
DU based on f

5 if f > 0 then
6 not_assigned ← True
7 foreach r ∈ RS do

// Check available
capacity for CU
placement

8 if cap[r] >= cu[s][f ] then
9 cu_select[s]← r

10 not_assigned ← False
11 if not_assigned then
12 goto 37
13 not_assigned ← True
14 foreach e ∈ ES do

// Check available capacity
for DU placement

15 if cap[e] ≥ du[s][f ] then
16 du_select[s]← e
17 not_assigned ← False
18 if not_assigned then
19 goto 37

// Find paths to route traffic
20 if f > 0 then
21 foreach p ∈ P do
22 if δ[p] ≤ δ[s] and δ[p] ≤ δ[f ] then
23 if cap[p] ≥ t[s][f ] then
24 placed[s]← 1
25 split_select[s]← f
26 rem_cap[s]← 0
27 Update remaining capacity of

processing nodes, path p and
its links

28 else
// Split the traffic

29 rem_cap[s]←
rem_cap[s]− cap[p]

30 Update remaining capacity of
path p and its links

31 if placed[s]← 1 then
32 break
33 if placed[s]← 1 then
34 break
35 else
36 Revert back current changes in

cap, cu_select, du_select, split_select
37 f ← f − 1

to considering traffic splitting. Split-RAN-NC has the same
amount of processing in edge and regional cloud as Split-
RAN-Opt due to considering the same factors for maximizing
the centralization.

3) NUMBER OF ACTIVATED NODES IN DIFFERENT
STRATEGIES
In Fig. 3, we analyze the number of active nodes while per-
forming the simulation shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, Split-RAN-
Opt activates fewer nodes than Split-RAN-NC even though
they achieve similar centralization. This is because Split-
RAN-Opt considers the minimization of the number of active
processing nodes in its objective function. Secondly, fixed
split strategies use fewer processing nodes than the other
strategies as they do not support many slices (as discussed in
Section VI-A1 and VI-A2). Thirdly, maximizing centraliza-
tion does not always help in minimizing active nodes. Some
of the processing nodes must be activated in the edge cloud
to support the delay sensitive functions. This is why it is not
always possible to minimize the total number of active nodes
in edge and regional clouds when the primary objective is
to maximize centralization. For instance in Fig. 3, we can
observe that Split-RAN-Opt sometimes activates more nodes
than No-TS, even though it attains higher centralization.

B. IMPACT OF MIDHAUL CAPACITY
In this subsection, we analyze the impact of midhaul network
capacity on the performance of our proposed optimization
model. In Fig. 4a, we observe that with the increase in the
midhaul capacity, Split-RAN-Opt achieves better centraliza-
tion as it can place more functions in the regional cloud.
However, the delay sensitive functions must be placed in the
edge cloud and cannot be centralized in the regional cloud.
After reaching the maximum limit, the degree of centraliza-
tion becomes fixed and does not increase even if the midhaul
capacity increases. We can also verify this observation from
Fig. 4b, where we show the processing in edge and regional
cloud corresponding to Fig. 4a. In Fig. 4b, the amount of pro-
cessing in the regional cloud increases with the increase in the
midhaul capacity. However, after a certain limit, processing
in the regional cloud does not increase even with the increase
in the midhaul capacity as the remaining functions must be
placed in the edge cloud to satisfy the delay constraints.

C. IMPACT OF SLICE DELAY REQUIREMENT
In this subsection, we observe the impact of slice delay
requirement on the proposed optimization model. We keep
the mMTC slice load fixed at 25% of the total load and
divide the rest among eMBB and URLLC slices. We vary
the percentage of URLLC slice load from 10-50% of the total
load. URLLC slices are delay sensitive. This is why baseband
functions of URLLC slices are mostly placed at the edge
cloud to satisfy the delay constraint. Hence, in Fig. 5a, we can
observe that the degree of centralization decreases with the
increase in URLLC slice load. Fig. 5b also verifies the same,
showing that the amount of processing in the regional cloud
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of Split-RAN-Opt and heuristic.

decreases as the URLLC load percentage increases due to
placing more functions at the edge.

VII. HEURISTIC SOLUTION
Split-RAN is an NP-Hard problem (proof in Appendix A).
In section IV, we proposed an optimization model which
requires solving MILP. It is known that solving MILP is
NP-hard and the time complexity of MILP increases expo-
nentially with the number of binary decision variables [36].
Hence, the complexity of our optimization model will also
increase exponentially with the number of slices, available
functional splits, and processing nodes in different clouds,
making it inefficient for real deployment scenarios. This is
why the optimization model will be mostly useful when the
input instance is small and we need an optimal solution.
To address this scalability issue, we propose a heuristic algo-
rithm to solve Split-RAN that requires a time polynomial in
the size of the input instance.

A. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we propose a priority-based greedy heuris-
tic to solve Split-RAN for large-scale scenarios. The algo-
rithm takes information about slices such as data rate and
delay requirement, its origin, node capacity, link capacity, and
path delay as input and returns the selected functional split for
each slice, their baseband function (CU and DU) placement
options, and the paths to route their traffic as output. The
proposed heuristic algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Let S be the set of all slices.Wefirst sort S based on the cen-

tralization benefit (8) of its slices to get S ′. We also assume
that sufficient capacity is there in the network to support all
slices with at least the lowest functional split (Split-0). For
each slice in S ′, we begin the assignment of functional split
starting from the highest functional split i.e. Split-3. Doing so
helps to maximize the degree of centralization as Split-3 has
the highest centralization factor (µf ). Now, for the given slice
s and functional split f , we find the processing nodes for the
placement of its CU and DU. We select a processing node in
the regional cloud to place the CU from the list of switched-on
servers in a first-fit strategy (shown in lines 6-12). If the

switched-on servers are not able to place the CU, then a new
server is activated. If none of the servers can place the CU
for the current functional split, then the algorithm tries to do
the same with the next functional split. For the lowest split
(Split-0), all functions are placed in the DU. Therefore no
server needs to be selected for the CU in the regional cloud.
We then select a processing node in the edge cloud to place
the DU in a similar fashion (shown in lines 13-19).

The next step of the algorithm (lines 20-32) is to find the
paths to route the traffic among the CU and DU for the given
slice s and functional split f . We consider the set of all avail-
able paths (P) from its corresponding edge cloud and regional
cloud, which can satisfy the delay requirement of both slice s
and functional split f . If a path p ∈ P cannot accommodate
the total traffic from slice s and functional split f , then the
other paths are checked for routing the remaining traffic. This
way, the traffic from a slice is routed among multiple paths
enabling traffic splitting. If a set P′ ⊆ P can route the traffic
from slice s, then the functional split and baseband function
placement decisions are updated for that slice. The remaining
capacity of the processing nodes, path, and its links are also
updated accordingly. If no subset of paths can accommodate
the traffic of slice s, the heuristic algorithm tries to place the
slice using the next functional split with a lesser centralization
factor. For the lowest functional split (Split-0), no paths need
to be selected, as all the functions will be placed in the edge
cloud. However, in this case, the slice achieves the lowest
centralization gain.

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|S|log|S| +
|S|·|F |(|ES| + |RS| + |P|·|L|)), where S is set of slices, F
is set of functional splits, P is the set of paths and L is the
set of links. ES and RS are the set of edge and regional cloud
servers respectively.

B. COMPARISON WITH SPLIT-RAN-OPT
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed heuristic algorithm (Split-RAN-Heu) and the optimiza-
tion model (Split-RAN-Opt). In Fig. 6a, we can observe that
the heuristic achieves similar centralization to Split-RAN-
Opt in low load (100-200 Mbps). As the load increases,
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of execution time of Split-RAN-Opt and
Split-RAN-Heu.

Split-RAN-Opt starts to outperform Split-RAN-Heu. Over-
all, Split-RAN-Opt achieves 4% more centralization than
Split-RAN-Heu. However, as discussed in Section VII-A, the
heuristic algorithm tries to maximize the centralization with
a priority-based greedy method and supports traffic splitting.
Thus, even though Split-RAN-Heu falls behind Split-RAN-
Opt, it can achieve a reasonable degree of centralization in
significantly lesser time. The same observation can be veri-
fied from the amount of processing in edge and regional cloud
shown in Fig. 6b. We can notice that the heuristic places as
much processing in the regional cloud as possible. However,
unlike the optimal solution, it does not explore all options
of functional split and baseband function placement options.
As a result, it places 6% less processing in the regional cloud
than Split-RAN-Opt.

The main motivation for proposing the heuristic algo-
rithm is to address the scalability issue of Split-RAN-Opt.
Fig. 7 compares the execution time of both methods. We can
observe that the execution time for Split-RAN-Opt rapidly
increases with the number of slices, whereas Split-RAN-Heu
can generate the solutions in a significantly lesser time. Thus,
Split-RAN-Heu proves to be much more scalable compared
to Split-RAN-Opt.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we discuss the usefulness of centralization
for mobile network operators while placing the baseband
functions in 5G RAN and analyze different factors that can
maximize the degree of centralization. To address the limita-
tions of the existing strategies, we propose to jointly consider
functional split, traffic split, different placement options for
baseband functions, and network slice-specific requirements.
We formulate our problem as an MILP-based optimization
model tomaximize the degree of centralization. The objective
function also includes the minimization of active process-
ing nodes in different clouds to support resource efficiency.
We show that the proposed optimization model outperforms
the baseline strategies. We analyze the impact of midhaul
capacity and delay requirements of slices on the performance
of our optimization model. To deal with the high computa-
tional complexity of MILP, we propose a polynomial time

heuristic algorithm. We show that the heuristic algorithm
achieves a reasonable degree of centralization compared
to the proposed optimization model in a significantly less
amount of time and hence can be applied to large-scale real
deployment scenarios. In future work, we want to explore
how the degree of centralization impacts different factors
such as interference mitigation, energy efficiency, spectral
efficiency, etc. We also want to develop better heuristic algo-
rithms leveraging advanced techniques.

APPENDIX A
SPLIT-RAN IS NP-HARD
Split-RAN can be shown to be NP-Hard using a polynomial
time reduction from the Multi-dimensional Multiple-choice
Knapsack Problem (MMKP) [37], which is known to be
NP-Hard. In MMKP, there are n groups of items and m types
of resources where each group i has li items. Each item j
of group i has value vi,j and requires ri,j,k units of type-
k resource. The objective of MMKP is to select one item
from each group such that the value of collected items is
maximized subject to the constraints for each resource.

Let us now consider a restricted case of Split-RAN where
a) all the paths are eligible with respect to the delay and
capacity constraints, b) each edge cloud and regional cloud
consists of only one server, and c) the goal is to select one
functional split for each slice to maximize the degree of cen-
tralization subject to the constraints for processing and band-
width resources.We can transform an instance ofMMKP into
an instance of the restricted case of Split-RAN as follows:
a) consider each group in MMKP as a slice, b) consider each
item in a group as a functional split, c) consider selecting
exactly one item from each group as the selection of one
functional split for each slice, d) resource constraints of the
knapsack as resource availability constraint for processing
resources in edge and regional cloud, e) maximizing the
value in MMKP as maximizing the degree of centralization.
Since this transformation can be done in polynomial time of
the input size, MMKP is polynomial time reducible to the
restricted case of Split-RAN. Hence, Split-RAN is NP-Hard.
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